Abstract: Regularities and systematic trends among the Stark widths of 18 Zr IV spectral lines obtained by modified semiempirical approach have been discussed. Also we compared those calculated Stark broadening parameters with estimates according to Cowley, Purić et al. and Purić and Šćepanović and checked the possibility to find some new estimates. It is demonstrated as well that the formula of Cowley (1971) overestimates Stark widths, obtained by using modified semiempirical method, with the increase of angular orbital momentum quantum number due to its neglection. It is also found that the results obtained by using formula for simple estimates of Purić et al. (1991) are in agreement with the modified semiempirical results within the estimated error bars of both methods, while the estimates using formula of Purić and Šćepanović (1999) are in strong disagreement which increases with the increase of angular orbital momentum quantum number.
Introduction
Stark broadening theory is very important for many laboratory and astrophysical plasma investigations, since the collisional processes between the charged particles contribute significantly to the spectral line broadening in high-temperature dense plasma. However, available numerous data on Stark widths of spectral lines are up to now still incomplete and despite of a great effort from different groups including French and Belgrade Schools and their co-workers (see e.g., [1] [2] [3] and references therein) in determination of Stark widths and shifts for spectral lines of many atoms and ions, the further work on the determination of missing Stark broadening data for applications in astrophysics and plasma physics is still needed.
When the required Stark broadening parameters are missing, and there is no data for the adequate use of more accurate theoretical methods, simple estimates seem very useful. Such quick estimates of Stark-broadening parameters may be based on different regularities and systematic trends among the Stark widths of atomic spectral lines (see e.g., [4] ). We focus on present work on searching regularities and systematic trends of Stark widths for 18 Zr IV spectral lines calculated in [5] by modified semiempirical approach (MSE-Dimitrijević & Konjević [6] ). This study has two directions.
In the first, we compare existing calculated MSE results with estimates made in this work by formulae of Cowley [7] , Purić et al. [8] and Purić & Šćepanović [9] . In the second, we try to find estimates based on systematic trends among 18 calculated MSE results. We note as well that there is no experimental Stark broadening data in the literature.
Methods
In all of our estimates in this work, the condition that temperatures are near threshold for collisional excitation or below, when Gaunt factor is constant, is satisfied.
where k is Boltzmann constant and j is the perturbing level closest to initial or final level. In such a case, from MSE and the semiempirical method follows (see for further details Dimitrijević & Konjević [6] and Griem [10] ) that the dependence of Stark broadening parameters with temperature is
For Zr IV lines considered in this work, the condition (1) is in most cases satisfied up to around 20,000 K, for some cases even 30,000 K, so that for all our analysed widths calculated for temperature T = 10,000 K, the condition (1) is satisfied.
Estimation methods used in present research can be divided into two groups: (a) estimates derived from theory (b) estimates based on purely statistical analysis of existing data. We search the estimation formula in two versions. First, in dependence on effective ionization potential:
Second, in dependence on effective quantum number:
The relation between effective principal quantum number and upper or lower state is given by:
where Z − 1 is ionic charge, n * -effective principal quantum number, W E estimated Stark width in Å, λ wavelength in Å, N-perturber density in m −3 , T temperature in K, E H -hydrogen atom energy, E ion -ionization energy, E j -energy of upper (j = upper) and lower (j = lower) level. Coefficients a, b and c in Equations (3) and (4) are independent of temperature, ionization potential and electron density for a given transition. First we will estimate Stark widths with the simple formula of Cowley [7] which is often in use by some modern authors in original or modified form (see, for example, Killian et al. [11] , Ziegler et al. [12] and Przybilla et al. [13] ) and which has recently used by our team for comparison with MSE calculated values of Stark widths of Lu III spectral lines too, see Majlinger et al. [14] . In Majlinger et al. [5] we derived it from the Griem [10] semiempirical formula at low temperature limit and added the contribution to the width of the lower energy level. In such a case, the difference between original formula of Cowley and the modified formula in [5] is for a factor 2/3 3/2 plus the contribution of the lower energy level. Here, we want to test the original formula of Cowley. After rearranging the original equation of Cowley [7] to express width in Å, we obtain:
where h is Planck's constant, c speed of light and m mass of perturber. The Cowley's formula is, as we can see, of the type of Equation (4) Further, we test the possibility to use the statistical estimates of [8, 9] for quick prediction of unknown Stark widths. Comparing the great amount of Stark width data from STARK-B database [1, 2] , Purić and his co-workers found the correlation between Stark width and difference between ionization energy and energy of the upper state (which is, according to Purić, called upper effective ionization potential) and offered a set of different estimation formulae. Thus we compared our results from MSE calculations with two different approximations: so-called "generalized" estimate (Purić & Šćepanović [9] , in the rest of this text PS99) and estimate based on statistical regression analysis of multiply charged heavy ions (Purić et al. [8] , in the rest of this text P91). All of Purić's formulae are of type of Equation (1). Purić's works are shown to be useful in some analysis and comparisons, and investigations of systematic trends and regularities, for example in the cases of searching the regularities and trends via specific homologous sequences [15, 16] .
The equations for Stark width obtained from Purić's regression analysis of existing set of Stark broadening data was adapted for our purpose. After conversion of width from angular frequency units to Angstroms (see for example Hamdi [17] ), coefficient values are recalculated from PS99 and P91, where these coefficients are given for Stark widths measured in s −1 . Estimation formulae from PS99 and P91 finally is:
and
respectively, if perturber density N is expressed in m −3 and energies in eV.
Results and Discussion
In Tables 1 and 2 , calculated Stark widths of 18 Zr IV lines made by different estimation methods mentioned above are compared to previous MSE calculations of Stark FWHM Majlinger et al. [5] . All results presented in Tables 1 and 2 are calculated for a temperature of 10,000 K and electron density of 10 23 m −3 . First we can see that widths W PS99 estimated according to Equation (7) are systematically higher than W COW done by Equation (6) .
Second, we can see that W PS99 does not fit very well to WMSE widths, although this estimate should be generally applicable, the reasons for which we have already explained in detail in Majlinger et al. [5] . On the contrary, much better agreement is found between all of MSE results and results of estimate for multiple charged heavy ions obtained by Equation (8) in P91 (Equation (8) also in this paper), but only if dependence of estimate on residual charge Z is neglected (e.g., parameters should be adopted to be c = 0 or Z = 1). In that case, the corresponding ratios of this comparison range from 0.4 to 2.2.
In Table 3 , we are presented ranges of values of ratios of W COW , W PS99 and W P91 with W MSE for different types of transitions. As we can see, ratios between W COW and W MSE range from 0.8 to 4, and they increase with the increase of the orbital angular momentum quantum number , which is neglected in the Cowley's formula. For s-p transitions differences are from 0.82 up to 2.82, for p-d from 1.57 up to 1.86 and for d-f from 3.74 up to 3.97. Consequently, obtained results demonstrate that for higher Cowley's formula overestimates the MSE values due to the neglection of .
For the estimates W PS99 the considered ratio for transitions of s-p type ranges from 1.40 to 8.34 while for other considered types of transitions this ratio is from 4.43 up to 24.27. The ratio of W P91 with W MSE vary from 0.48 up to 2.13 which is acceptable for a rough estimate.
In articles of Cowley [7] and Purić & Šćepanović [9] there is no discussion of the corresponding error bars. The assumed accuracy of MSE method is within the limits of 50% for simpler spectra while for complex spectra like for Zr IV might be worse. In Purić et al. [8] is stated that the agreement is within 40% error bars for the majority of cases. Consequently the ratio of W P91 with W MSE is within mutual error bars. Additionally, following Purić's approach, we tried without success to represent our MSE widths for Zr IV, in angular frequency units, as a polynomial of upper effective principal quantum number or to obtain a linear dependence between them in log-log scale with correlation coefficient above 90% (which proves that the dependence is reliable). However, the correlation coefficient for log-log regression with lower n * is around 88%:
(in this case, W MSE can be estimated as W MSE = 1.54 Å× W E3 − 0.14 with correlation coefficient of around 93%) against, for example, around 60% for upper n * . But we found the polynomial dependence between Stark widths and the corresponding spectral line wavelengths instead, in a form:
where C 4 = −0.6 × 10 −14 , C 3 = 0.63 × 10 −10 , C 2 = −0.12 × 10 −6 , C 1 = 0.7 × 10 −4 and C 0 = 0.44 × 10 −2 [5] . Correlation coefficient for this polynomial regression of 4 th degree is 99.9%. In all of those estimations parameters are obtained for condition of T = 10,000 K and N = 10 23 m −3 .
Unfortunately there is no experimental data for Zr IV. A comparison of our results with reliable experimental data will be of interest so we encourage such measurements. 
Conclusions
We tested Cowley's [7] formula and several expressions for quick calculation of electron-impact widths on the basis of regularity and systematic trends, comparing them with MSE results of Zr IV spectral lines calculated elsewhere Majlinger et al. [5] . We demonstrated that Cowley's formula increasingly overestimate Stark width, obtained by using the modified semiempirical method, with the increase of angular momentum quantum number because of its neglection in the Cowley's approach. It is also found that the results obtained by using formula for simple estimates of Purić et al. (1991) are in agreement with the modified semiempirical results within the estimated error bars of both methods, while the estimates using formula of Purić and Šćepanović (1999) are in strong disagreement which increases with the increase of angular orbital momentum quantum number.
